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The avor asymmetry of the nuleon sea is disussed in an unquenhed quark model for baryons
in whih the eets of quark-antiquark pairs (uu¯, dd¯ and ss¯) are taken into aount in an expliit
form. The inlusion of qq¯ pairs leads automatially to an exess of d¯ over u¯ quarks in the proton,
in ageement with experimental data.
Keywords: Protons and neutrons, quark models, avor symmetries, Gottfried sum rule
Se disute la asimetría de sabor del nuleón en una extensión del modelo de uarks en que se
toman en uento de manera explíita los efetos de reaión de pares uark-antiuark (uu¯, dd¯ y ss¯).
La inlusión de los pares qq¯ lleva inmediatamente a un exeso de uarks d¯ sobre u¯ en el protón, de
auerdo on los datos experimentales.
Des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I. INTRODUCTION
The avor ontent of the nuleon sea provides an im-
portant test for models of nuleon struture. A avor
symmetri sea leads to the Gottfried sum rule SG = 1/3
[1℄, whereas any deviation from this value is an indi-
ation of the d¯/u¯ asymmetry of the nuleon sea. The
rst lear evidene of a violation of the Gottfried sum
rule ame from the New Muon Collaboration (NMC) [2℄,
whih was later onrmed by Drell-Yan experiments [3℄
and a measurement of semi-inlusive deep-inelasti sat-
tering [4℄. All experiments show evidene that there are
more d¯ quarks in the proton than there are u¯ quarks. The
experimental results and theoretial ideas on the avor
asymmetri sea are summarized in several review artiles
[5℄.
In the onstituent quark model (CQM), the proton is
desribed in terms of a uud valene-quark onguration.
Therefore, a violation of the Gottfried sum rule implies
the existene of higher Fok omponents (suh as uud−qq¯
ongurations) in the proton wave funtion. Additional
indiations for the importane of multiquark omponents
are provided by parity-violating eletron sattering ex-
periments, whih have shown evidene for a nonvanish-
ing strange quark ontribution, albeit small, to the harge
and magnetization distributions of the proton [6℄, and by
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CQM studies of baryon spetrosopy [7℄. Whereas most
models (see e.g. [8, 9, 10, 11℄) reprodue the mass spe-
trum of baryon resonanes reasonably well, they show
very similar deviations for other properties, suh as for
example the eletromagneti and strong deay widths of
∆(1232) and N(1440), the spin-orbit splitting of Λ(1405)
and Λ(1520), the low Q2 behavior of transition form fa-
tors, and the large η deay widths of N(1535), Λ(1670)
and Σ(1750). All of these results point towards the need
to inlude exoti degrees of freedom (i.e. other than qqq),
suh as multiquark qqq− qq¯ or gluoni qqq− g ongura-
tions. As an illustration we show in Fig. 1 the transverse
eletromagneti transition form fators of the N(1520)
resonane for dierent CQMs. The problem of missing
strength at low Q2 an be attributed to the lak of ex-
pliit quark-antiquark degrees of freedom, whih beome
more important in the outer region of the nuleon.
Theoretially, the role of q4q¯ ongurations in the nu-
leon wave funtion was studied in an appliation to the
eletromagneti form fators [12℄. Mesoni ontributions
to the spin and avor struture of the nuleon are re-
viewed in [5℄.
In another, CQM based, approah the importane of
ss¯ pairs in the proton was studied in a ux-tube break-
ing model based on valene-quark plus glue dominane to
whih ss¯ pairs are added in perturbation [13℄. The pair-
reation mehanism is inserted at the quark level and
the one-loop diagrams are alulated by summing over
a omplete set of intermediate baryon-meson states BC
(see Fig. 2). For onsisteny with the OZI-rule and to
retain the suess of the CQM in hadron spetrosopy, it
was found neessary to sum over a omplete set of inter-
mediate states, inluding both pseudosalar and vetor
mesons, rather than just a few low-lying states [13, 14℄.
In order to address the violation of the Gottfried sum
rule, we rst generalize the model of [13℄ to inlude uu¯
and dd¯ loops as well. The formalism of the ensuing
unquenhed quark model is reviewed briey before dis-
ussing an appliation to the avor asymmetry of the
nuleon sea.
II. UNQUENCHED QUARK MODEL
In the ux-tube model for hadrons, the quark potential
model arises from an adiabati approximation to the glu-
oni degrees of freedom embodied in the ux tube [15℄.
The role of quark-antiquark pairs in meson spetrosopy
was studied in a ux-tube breaking model [16℄ in whih
the qq¯ pair is reated with the 3P0 quantum numbers of
the vauum. Subsequently, it was shown by Geiger and
Isgur [14℄ that a miraulous set of anellations between
apparently unorrelated sets of intermediate states o-
urs in suh a way that they ompensate eah other and
do not destroy the good CQM results for the mesons.
In partiular, the OZI hierarhy is preserved and there
is a near immunity of the long-range onning potential,
sine the hange in the linear potential due to the reation
of quark-antiquark pairs in the string an be reabsorbed
into a new strength of the linear potential, i.e. in a new
string tension. As a result, the net eet of the mass
shifts from pair reation is smaller than the naive expe-
tation of the order of the strong deay widths. However,
it is neessary to sum over large towers of intermediate
states to see that the spetrum of the mesons, after un-
quenhing and renormalizing, is only weakly perturbed.
An important onlusion is that no simple trunation of
Figure 1: Transition form fators for the N(1520) resonane.
Experimental data are ompared with theoretial preditions
from the olletive U(7) model [10℄ (dotted line) and the hy-
perentral model [11℄ (solid line).
Figure 2: One-loop diagram at the quark level
Figure 3: Quark line diagrams for A→ BC with q1q2q3 = uud
and qq¯ = ss¯
the set of meson loops is able to reprodue suh results
[14℄.
The extension of the ux-tube breaking model to
baryons requires a proper treatment of the permuta-
tion symmetry between idential quarks. As a rst step,
Geiger and Isgur investigated the importane of ss¯ loops
in the proton by taking into aount the ontribution of
the six dierent diagrams of Fig. 3 with qq¯ = ss¯ and
q1q2q3 = uud, and by using harmoni osillator wave
funtions for the baryons and mesons [13℄. In the on-
lusions, the authors emphasized that, in order to inves-
tigate the origin of the violation of the Gottfried sum
rule and the spin risis of the proton, it is neessary to
extend their alulation to inlude uu¯ and dd¯ loops as
well. In this ontribution, we take up this hallenge and
present a generalization of the formalism of [13℄ in whih
quark-antiquark ontributions an be studied
• for any initial baryon resonane,
• for any avor of the quark-antiquark pair, and
• for any model of baryons and mesons.
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These extensions were made possible by two develop-
ments: the solution of the problem of the permutation
symmetry between idential quarks by means of group-
theoretial tehniques, and the onstrution of an algo-
rithm to generate a omplete set of intermediate states
for any model of baryons and mesons. While the rst
improvement allows the evaluation of the ontribution
of quark-antiquark pairs for any initial baryon q1q2q3
(ground state or resonane) and for any avor of the qq¯
pair (not only ss¯, but also uu¯ and dd¯), the seond one
permits the arry out the sum over intermediate states
up to saturation for any model of baryons and mesons,
as long as their wave funtions are expressed in the basis
of harmoni osillator wave funtions.
The ensuing unquenhed quark model is based on an
adiabati treatment of the ux-tube dynamis to whih
qq¯ pairs with vauum quantum numbers are added as
a perturbation [13℄. The pair-reation mehanism is in-
serted at the quark level and the one-loop diagrams are
alulated by summing over a omplete set of intermedi-
ate states. Under these assumptions, to leading order in
pair reation, the baryon wave funtion is given by
| ψA〉 = N
[
| A〉+
∑
BClJ
∫
d~k | BC~k lJ〉
×
〈BC~k lJ | T † | A〉
MA − EB − EC
]
, (1)
where A denotes the initial baryon and B and C the
intermediate baryon and meson,
~k and l represent the
relative radial momentum and orbital angular momen-
tum of B and C, and J is the total angular momentum
~J = ~JB + ~JC +~l. The operator T
†
represents the quark-
antiquark pair-reation operator with the
3P0 quantum
numbers of the vauum [17℄
T † = −3
∑
ij
∫
d~pi d~pj δ(~pi + ~pj)Cij Fij Γ(~pi − ~pj)
[χij × Y1(~pi − ~pj)]
(0)
b†i (~pi) d
†
j(~pj) . (2)
Here, b†i (~pi) and d
†
j(~pj) are the reation operators for a
quark and antiquark with momenta ~pi and ~pj, respe-
tively. The quark pair is haraterized by a olor singlet
wave funtion Cij , a avor singlet wave funtion Fij and
a spin triplet wave funtion χij with spin S = 1. The
solid harmoni Y1(~pi − ~pj) indiates that the quark and
antiquark are in a relative P wave.
Sine the operator T † reates a pair of onstituent
quarks, a Gaussian quark-antiquark reation vertex fun-
tion was introdued by whih the pair is reated as a nite
objet with an eetive size, rather than as a pointlike
objet. In momentum spae it is given by
Γ(~pi − ~pj) = γ0 e
−r2q(~pi−~pj)
2/6 . (3)
The width has been determined from meson deays to
be approximately 0.25 − 0.35 fm [13, 14, 18℄. Here we
take the average value, rq = 0.30 fm. Finally, the dimen-
sionless onstant γ0 is the intrinsi pair reation strength
whih has been determined from strong deays of baryons
as γ0 = 2.60 [19℄.
The strong oupling vertex
〈BC~k lJ | T † | A〉 , (4)
was derived in expliit form in the harmoni osillator ba-
sis [17℄. In the present alulations, we use harmoni os-
illator wave funtions in whih there is a single osillator
parameter for the baryons and another one for the mesons
whih, following [13℄, are taken to be βbaryon = 0.32 GeV
[8℄ and βmeson = 0.40 (GeV) [16℄, respetively.
In general, matrix elements of an observable Oˆ an be
expressed as
O = 〈ψA | Oˆ | ψA〉 = Oval +Osea , (5)
where the rst term denotes the ontribution from the
valene quarks
Oval = N
2〈A | Oˆ | A〉 , (6)
and the seond term that from the qq¯ pairs
Osea = N
2
∑
BClJ,B′C′l′J′
∫
d~k d~k ′
〈A | T | B′C′~k ′ l′J ′〉
MA − EB′ − EC′
〈B′C′~k ′ l′J ′ | Oˆ | BC~k lJ〉
〈BC~k lJ | T † | A〉
MA − EB − EC
.(7)
We developed an algorithm based upon group-theoretial
tehniques to generate a omplete set of intermediate
states of good permutational symmetry, whih makes it
possible to perform the sum over intermediate states up
to saturation, and not just for the rst few shells as in
[13℄. Not only does this have a signiant impat on the
numerial result, but it is neessary for onsisteny with
the OZI-rule and the suess of CQMs in hadron spe-
trosopy.
III. FLAVOR ASYMMETRY
The rst lear evidene for the avor asymmetry of
the nuleon sea was provided by NMC at CERN [2℄. The
avor asymmetry is related to the Gottfried integral for
the dierene of the proton and neutron eletromagneti
struture funtions
SG =
∫ 1
0
dx
F p2 (x) − F
n
2 (x)
x
=
1
3
−
2
3
∫ 1
0
dx
[
d¯(x)− u¯(x)
]
=
1
3
[1− 2(Nd¯ −Nu¯)] . (8)
Under the assumption of a avor symmetri sea d¯(x) =
u¯(x) one obtains the Gottfried sum rule SG = 1/3. The
3
Table I: Experimental values of the Gottfried integral
Experiment 〈Q2〉 x range SG
NMC 4 0.004 < x < 0.80 0.2281 ± 0.0065
HERMES 2.3 0.020 < x < 0.30 0.23 ± 0.02
E866/NuSea 54 0.015 < x < 0.35 0.255 ± 0.008
nal NMC value is 0.2281± 0.0065 at Q2 = 4 (GeV/)2
for the Gottfried integral over the range 0.004 ≤ x ≤ 0.8
[2℄, whih implies a avor asymmetri sea. The viola-
tion of the Gottfried sum rule has been onrmed by
other experimental ollaborations [3, 4℄. Table I shows
that the experimental values of the Gottfried integral are
onsistent with eah other within the quoted unertain-
ties, even though the experiments were performed at very
dierent sales, as reeted in the average Q2 values.
Theoretially, it was shown that in the framework of the
loudy bag model the oupling of the proton to the pion
loud provides a mehanism to produe a avor asym-
metry due to the dominane of nπ+ among the virtual
ongurations [20℄.
In the unquenhed quark model, the avor asymmetry
an be alulated from the dierene of the number of d¯
and u¯ sea quarks in the proton
Oˆ = Nˆd¯ − Nˆu¯ . (9)
Even in absene of expliit information on the
(anti)quark distribution funtions, the integrated value
an be obtained diretly from Eq. (9). The eet of the
quark-antiquark pairs on the Gottfried integral is a re-
dution of about one third with respet to the Gottfried
sum rule, orresponding to an exess of d¯ over u¯ quarks
in the proton whih is in qualitative agreement with the
NMC result.
An expliit alulation with harmoni osillator wave
funtions for the baryons and mesons in whih the sum
over intermediate states inludes four osillator shells,
shows a proton asymmetry Aasym(p) = Nd¯ − Nu¯ = 0.21
whih orresponds to SG = 0.19, in remarkable agree-
ment with the experimental value. It is important to
note that in this alulation the parameters were taken
from the literature [13, 19℄, and that no attempt was
made to optimize their values. Due to isospin symme-
try, the neutron has a similar exess of u¯ over d¯ quarks
Aasym(n) = Nu¯ −Nd¯ = 0.21.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this ontribution, we disussed the importane
of quark-antiquark pairs in baryon spetrosopy. To
this end, we developed an unquenhed quark model for
baryons in whih the ontributions from uu¯, dd¯ and ss¯
loops are taken into aount in a systemati way. The
present model is an extension of the ux-tube breaking
model of Geiger and Isgur [13℄, and is valid for any initial
baryon resonane, any avor of the quark-antiquark pair
and any model of baryons and mesons.
The model was applied to the avor asymmetry of the
nuleon sea. In a rst alulation with harmoni osilla-
tor wave funtions for both baryons and mesons in whih
the parameters were taken from the literature [13, 19℄, it
was shown that the inlusion of qq¯ pairs leads automati-
ally to an exess of d¯ over u¯ quarks in the proton. The
value that we obtained for the violation of the Gottfried
sum rule is in amazing agreement with the experimen-
tal data. We emphasize that no attempt was made to
optimize the parameters in the alulations.
The rst appliations of the unquenhed quark model
to the avor asymmetry of the nuleon sea and the pro-
ton spin [21℄ are very promising and enouraging. We be-
lieve that the inlusion of the eets of quark-antiquark
pairs in a general and onsistent way may provide a ma-
jor improvement to the onstituent quark model, whih
inreases onsiderably its range and appliability. In fu-
ture work, the present unquenhed quark model will be
applied systematially to several problems in light baryon
spetrosopy, suh as the eletromagneti and strong ou-
plings, the elasti and transition form fators of baryon
resonanes, their sea quark ontent and their avor de-
omposition [22℄.
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